WHAT WE BELIEVE
Kenyan Schools of Hope
believes every child
should have a place to
feel safe, be loved, and
have the opportunity to
reach their potential.

OUR
HISTORY
Since 2008, Trinity Ablaze in Kenya (TAIK) has led numerous mission trips throughout

Kenya. Our primary focus has been to share the gospel of Jesus Christ as Savior for all.
At the same time, free vision clinics have been offered in partnership with Kenyan Ministry of Health. By working alongside the local Christian men, women and professional
health care providers, friendships have thrived, trust has been established, and relationships have developed. 72,000 visitors have been seen by a professional ophthalmologist at 61 free clinics, where they receive reading glasses and distance glasses built
to each individual. 2,400 cataract surgeries have been authorized at no cost to patients.
In 2016 we were approached by locals to help provide a safe and secure place for girls
escaping the centuries old tradition of Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) and Forced
Early Marriage (FEM) Together, we are a group of individuals spanning two continents,
seeking to build relationships of effective support for the innocent. As is true for TAIK,
Kenyan Schools of Hope will operate under the umbrella of Vision and Mission for
Kenyan Society, a mission society registered with the Republic of Kenya.

What We Seek to Accomplish
Kenyan Schools of Hope (KSOH) offers
refuge for Kenyan girls fleeing FGM and
FEM in their homes of origin. The rescue center and school will be known in
Kenya as the Ewaso Osiligi Center and
will provide a residential setting for girls
who must flee their homes. We provide
a place for them to feel safe, be loved,
and have opportunity to reach their
potential through a rescue center. Creating hope for today and educating girls
for a brighter tomorrow.

Our Impact
The rate of FGM remains high even with
the Kenyan government and Maasai leaders implementing laws to prohibit its practice. The laws are not enough. The reasons
this tradition remains in use are variedpossibility of dowry, a rite of passage and
family expectation.
Kenyan Schools of Hope will provide a residential setting for girls who must escape
their homes. Students will gain awareness of their basic human rights, illiteracy
and poverty will be reduced transforming
negative cultural practices, resulting in a
healthy and safe community for all.
70% of young Maasai girls undergo Female Genital Mutilation, even though law prohibits it?

Kenyan Schools of Hope believes EVERY child should have a place
to feel safe, be loved, and the opportunity to reach their potential.
Community Impact
•
•
•
•

80 Female Students both Local and Rescue
50 Male Day students
Community Water Resource
Community Education

Why We Are Located in Ewaso-Kedong?
•
•
•
•

Concentrated Maasai Girl Population
No church within 17 km
No safe running water prior
to our water line construction
Purchased 12 acres of land to construct
the school

An Invitation to Join
Every day Kenyan Schools of Hope will carry hope into the lives
of young girls. The need is great but the potential impact is even
greater. We invite you to partner with us as we race to rescue
and restore the vulnerable girls of Kenya. Will you join us?
We need generous donors to help with capital funding for our
infrastructure and buildings. We are looking for those who are
willing to sponsor a student or teacher for the school year.
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